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we have been using vegas pro 12 for years and have really liked it. we
bought the pro collection suite which really speeds up the timeline editing
for the pros. however, i liked the simplicity and cleanliness of vegas pro 11

and noticed that vegas studio (the vegas pro 11 version) was no longer
available. of course theres no charge to upgrade from vegas pro 11 to
vegas pro 12 but im concerned that the vegas studio program will not

continue to be supported. it seems that final cut studio 2 is again available
and i have to admit im feeling the pull again. is vegas studio still around

somewhere, and if not, is there anyone that has a suggestion that is
compatible with a two tool system using vegas pro 11 and vegas studio to
create a complete, visually oriented, multi-track audio system? we have a
set of daws, a digital camcorder, a click track, and a tracker that makes all
this work. i do not want to put all this equipment in vegas pro 12. i would

like to take the click track and the video footage and create an iso file from
it. i can easily do that in vegas pro 11. then i can use the vegas studio

project to create a stereo mix that is intended for a cd project from the iso
file. the track that i create can easily be opened in the daw (if you have

never used vegas studio in vegas pro 11, theres a tutorial on the web site
that shows how to create and manipulate tracks in vegas studio from an

iso file, or you can watch this video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97jzqvriq9e&list=pl20963fa49c72c547

and if you use vegas studio in vegas pro 12, go to project > export disc
and choose movie maker.
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terms from wikipedia:
short for audio

software, software or
program is a set of

instructions
(programming code)

that controls a
machine to perform a

specific task. the
program may have
been written by a

human, or it may have
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been written by a
computer. program
generally refers to

software that is used
to perform a specific

task. it may be a stand-
alone program that

runs on a computer, or
a part of a larger

software application.
for example, the

windows operating
system includes the
word processor, the
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internet browser, the
media player, and the

e-mail program.
application is a

computer software
package that performs

a specific task.
software development

is the process of
creating, improving,

testing, and
maintaining software.

the entire process
starts with a problem,
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which may be a
technical problem,
such as a bug, or a
business problem,
such as customer

dissatisfaction, or a
need to reach a

specific goal, such as
producing a new video

game or completing
an office project. in

order to begin playing
audio, you must first

call prepare. if an
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error occurs while
preparing, you should
call release to free the
resources associated
with the mediaplayer.
note that preparing

and releasing may not
be performed on the
ui thread. first of all,

this is an audio
recorder and a player
app. you can record

and play the recorded
audio. after recording,
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you can edit the audio
file as you like. you
can also control the
way of playing the

audio file. you can not
only set the rate of

playing the recorded
audio, but also you
can mute or delete

parts of audio.
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